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From Barb
We’ve had another action packed start to the year. Perhaps a little more so than most years.

2019 : Term 1

If you turn the page you will see some photos of the extensive renovation work that happened
here over the holidays. A new driveway to the gym, trees removed, and a path and crossing at
the front of the school. And they are half way through replacing the roof of our main building.
We have waited a long time for these works to be done, so we are very happy! Our school
Governing Council were instrumental in getting support and funding. I appreciate their ongoing
work and congratulate them on the results.

Drivers, please be super careful as you come around the corner. We’ve had a couple of near
misses with children and adults on the crossing.
Always drive at walking pace around the school as your vehicle is navigating its way through a
couple of hundred little arbitrary decision makers.

Tree felling to create new front path.

Digging up
the old driveway to the gym.
These machine operators
work seamlessly as a team.

READING WORKSHOPS

Two reading workshops were held for parents at BPS this term. The workshops were run by Hilary Agar,
our Early Years Coordinator and Carol Pearce, one of our BPS Grandparents who just happens to have
been a Principal, a Reading Coach and is now a University Lecturer. Carol volunteers in the Heron part
of our school (junior primary) working with our early years learners and is currently training our Year
6/7’s to work as reading mentors to the Reception children.

The BIG 6 for reading are:







Oral Language
Phonemic awareness
Phonics
Fluency
Comprehension
Vocabulary

Parents at the workshop appreciated
the opportunity to ask questions and
seek advice they also asked about the
possibility of a numeracy workshop.
Keep your eyes peeled for that one!

Reading ability begins with speaking and
language skills and is developed through
learning of phonological awareness (lettersound knowledge), decoding and
comprehensive strategies.
The presenters stressed the importance of
practise for children with reading at home,
ensuring this reading practise is enjoyable and
stress free. To quote Mem Fox “reading should
be like Chocolate”.

Bridgewater Primary School
School Uniform Policy
RATIONALE
The Bridgewater Primary School uniform has been chosen to be a comfortable, affordable and accessible design
which is safe and appropriate for school activities. The uniform reflects the school community’s expectations in
appearance and style. It promotes a sense of pride and belonging in our school community. For these reasons it
is compulsory for all students.

UNIFORM ITEMS
The BPS School Uniform shop has items available for sale at the Front Office. Many of these items have the
school logo. We encourage families to dress children in these items.
However, school-wear may be purchased from other retailers, provided they are consistent with the following
expectations:






They adhere to the BPS colour code of plain navy blue, pale blue and white. Prominent logos or
patterned materials are not permitted.
Blue and grey school shorts and long pants are permitted.
Denim shorts and long pants are permitted.
Shorts, skirts and dresses must be at least mid-thigh length.
Leggings and short shorts are not permitted, except under dresses or skirts. These items must also adhere
to the BPS colour code of plain navy blue, pale blue and white.

STUDENT PARLIAMENT AMENDMENTS
In October 2017 Student Parliament passed two Uniform Bills which were
ratified by Governing Council on 31st October 2017. The uniform
amendments endorsed in these Bills were:



Jumpers from local Bridgewater clubs (Bridgewater Raiders Football
Club and Bridgewater Netball Club only).
SAPSASA Jumpers.

BPS logo school uniform must be worn when officially representing the
school, on excursions and for school photos. Inappropriate items to be
removed on request of a teacher.

CLOTHING ITEMS MUST:





be consistent in style with the items available in the uniform shop
permit children to comfortably engage in physical activity
be sun smart
be sized to allow for growth without being overly large.
Continued…

Hats must be worn in terms 1 & 4 whenever children are outside (as per BPS Sunsmart policy). The style is
wide brimmed or legionnaires, with a built in adjustment around the head (no chin cord).
Plain beanies, scarves and gloves may be worn outside on cold days.
Sunglasses are permitted in Terms 1 and 4.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Parents may check with school leadership if they need to clarify any items.
Please make sure all articles of clothing and school hats are clearly named. Second hand uniforms are often
available at the Front Office. Remember to change the name tag to that of your child.
Seniors will negotiate a unique design for seniors’ jumpers and t-shirts each year. Jumpers and t-shirts must
reflect the school colour code and rationale. School staff will support senior students with appropriate sizing to
ensure room for growth without being voluminous. First names (not nick-names) will be printed on the back.
No family names will be printed for safety reasons.
All Reception children arriving in term 1 will be given a school hat stocked from the uniform shop to welcome
them to the school. This service is provided by the Parent Connect group. All replacement school hats (and hats
for later enrolments) must be provided by parents.

REVIEW
Ratified at Governing Council Meeting dated 19th March 2019.
This policy will be reviewed every two years as part of the school’s policy review cycle.
Next review date March 2021

Artwork by studio 9

Studio 9 students were asked to draw a portrait to determine facial perspective.
They then decorated the portrait mandala or tribal style.

Mondays and Wednesdays
are Maria’s Kitchen
Lunch Days at BPS.
We ask the children who
have lunch orders to
BYO their own fork/spoon
to help reduce plastic waste.
Riley from Studio 3 has
got it under control,
he has everything covered.
Well done Riley!

Parent Feedback
Jude spent 30 minutes playing
with all the ‘big’ kids on the water
pump, watering plants and
having a ball.
Loved seeing the usual care the
kids show to little people.
Lots of new parents commented
on seeing all the ages and sexes
playing TOGETHER... not grouped
off in that often emulated selfsegregation we see in other
scenarios.

10 Ways to Raise Happy Kids
(By Karina Lane)
We all want the best
‘happiness’ more often
top of the list. While it
how exactly to do you
happy?

for our children, with
than not being at the
sounds easy enough,
raise your kids to be

It turns out, that to raise kids who are happy
and well-adjusted, it takes more than just
wishful thinking. According to science, there
are several things we parents can be doing to
encourage happiness in our children, and the
good news is, a few small, but very significant
actions can go a long way.
Here are ten things that can help you raise
happy kids, according to science:

1.

Eat together

The humble family dinner has amazing positive effects on the wellbeing of the whole family. Research indicates
that children who eat with their families on a regular basis are more emotionally stable and less likely to turn to
drugs and alcohol as a teenager! But that’s not all, family dinners become like traditions, increasing the security
of children and creating happy memories.

2.

Praise effort – not results

The emphasis here is on praising kids for the effort or work they put into the job, rather than the overall result.
So, ‘Wow, you’ve worked so hard on that drawing!’ is better than ‘That drawing is amazing!’ for creating longlasting happiness.

3.

Let them play

Kids need their space to play and create, which can often be cramped by busy schedules and homework, as
well as too much screen time. Research indicates that unstructured playtime helps children be present in the
moment (aka mindfulness), and encourages them to self-regulate as well as learn from their relationships with
other kids.

4.

Teach children about emotions

Being happy means understanding how your emotions work. For kids to do this, we need to coach them
through the process. By teaching children that all emotions are important and okay (even feelings like anger
and sadness), we give them the validation they need to express themselves and feel safe in doing so.

5.

Role model optimism

Practising optimism, especially when there’s so much negativity in the world can be a hard thing to do, but it’s
up to us to teach kids how to stay positive and develop a resilient attitude, giving them that ‘don’t give up’ ethos.

6.

Help your child understand gratitude

Gratitude teaches kids to be thankful for what they have, but it also wires their brain for thinking more happily
overall. Research has found that children tend to feel more satisfied with their lives if they think ‘gratefully’,
compared to children who focus on things in life that annoy them. This way of thinking encourages kids to focus
on what they have rather than on what they haven’t got.

7.

Avoid talking about heavy topics

Research indicates that some healthy conflict isn’t so bad for kids to see. But try to avoid having any big
arguments or heavy conversations in front of the kids. Raised voices can make kids feel unsure and scared, while
discussing things like war or grandma’s poor health can be issues that are too big for kids to handle.

8.

Encourage self-discipline

According to science, kids who can practice self-discipline are more likely to cope better with frustration and
stress. An example of this is explaining she can leave the table once everyone’s finished eating dinner or can
have a treat later, not right away.

9.

Turn off the screens

The TV can be comforting background noise and an
excellent babysitter for the kids while you get things done.
However, research shows there’s a strong link between
happiness and NOT watching TV. Apparently, happier
people tend to watch a lot less TV. And when you think
about it, there’s a lot of fun to be had that doesn’t involve
having your face glued to a screen.

10.

Let children fail (i.e. learn from mistakes)

Even though it’s tempting to wrap our kids up in cotton wool and never let them be disappointed, in the long run,
this isn’t doing them any favours, and won’t help them in the happiness stakes down the track. But if you let
children experience what it feels like to make mistakes they will become more resilient, which counts for so much
more than winning every time.

Harmony Day

To us, Harmony Day is important because…

We think it is a day for caring about everyone,
showing your love to people and embracing
difference.
Noah and Mackenzie

We need to remember
who owns the land.
Also, it is important to
respect people who
are migrating from all
over the world and to
share their cultures.

It shares kindness around the world. It doesn’t
matter what language you speak or what
country you are from.
Poppy and Edie

Astrid and Jarvis

It is a day to get
together.

You don’t fight. Let kids get together. To share
love. To care about each other. To be kind to
each other. To celebrate the Aboriginal
people before white people came. No more
wars, no more rubbish.
Sophie and Topper

It doesn’t matter if you
have brown skin or
white.
Appreciate each
other.
Flynn and Denham

It is about coming together as a community.
Everyone celebrates the importance of being
different.
Maggie and Edith

More portraits by Studio 9.
These were drawn blind - the artist was only able to look at their model, not their work.

Chasing ideas for meals? Check out the recipes from our
cooking classes at www.bpskitchen.weebly.com
Here’s a few snippets from our kitchen sessions with the
amazing Sam Butcher (Nourishfoodeduction)
Shaun (Studio 2)

We have had a busy term learning all about space and the night sky.
In art we looked at The Starry Night by Vincent van Gogh and then created our own starry night paintings. Take a look...

OAKBANK ATHLETICS DAY
Congratulations and well done to all the students who attended Athletics Day at Oakbank Area School.
Special mention to the following place getters:

1st - Shotput

Cruz Cleary

1st - Shotput

Koen Illsley

1st - Discus

Jolie Dowling

2nd - Discus

Grace Joerin

2nd - 200m Sprint

Oliver Glover

3rd - Shotput

Elizabeth Hatswell

3rd - 100m Sprint

Jolie Dowling

3rd - High Jump

Oliver Glover

Congratulations to Caitlin Colla (Studio 2) and Michaela Colla (Studio 1). Both competed in the
SAPSASA Swimming Carnival, with Caitlin also representing The Hills in the State Carnival. Well done girls!

FRIDAY PRODUCE MARKET
Our Friday Produce Markets
are clearly a success!
Great social atmosphere,
wonderful fresh produce, and
funds raised go to our Kitchen
Garden Program.

If you have any excess produce from your garden, don’t let it go to waste. Why not bring it in? You can
either donate your goods to the school, or if you prefer, sell your own produce.
Ina’s Olive Oil has been a huge hit. BYO container… $6 per litre. Great value and great olive oil too!

Studio 4 – Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
This term Studio 4 students have been exploring Roald Dahl’s wonderful world of Charlie and the
Chocolate factory.
We have explored the origins of the cocoa bean, made
movies documenting the bean-to-bar process, and
conducted science experiments into the melting properties
of different types of chocolate.
We’ve researched the biggest chocolate companies in the
world, decoded chocolate wrappers and made our own
chocolate companies.
We explored our local community and visited Melba’s
Chocolate Factory and got to see liquorice and Easter bilbies
being made.
We even recreated Mr Willy Wonka’s chocolate room in the
sandpit - complete with a greedy Augustus Gloop! Watch
out world, the next chocolatiers are coming from Studio 4!

Colour Wheels by junior primary.

Studio 7 & 8 did some weaving, made ‘gods eye’s’ and tassels too.
They look amazing!

THE MARS COLONY POJECT - STUDIO 9
The Mars Colony Project was at the centre of the term’s learning. This is an international prize which has a US$10,000 first
prize and the shortlisted entries get to present at the conference in Los Angeles!!!
Our students started by asking questions to investigate around the Technical, Social/Cultural, Economic and Political
aspects of starting a colony on Mars. We set ourselves up to work collaboratively with students pursuing questions which
formed a piece of the jig-saw puzzle that is the final entry. It was amazing to see where the inquiry into questions and
problems led. One discovery often leads to a whole series of new questions and problems to solve.
Here is an example; Q: How do we protect the colony from space radiation? A: Lead shield – new problem being no light
and at $500 per Kg to ship to Mars, not cost efficient. So more inquiry required. “Ah ha! We can use a shield of water and
ice!…Oh, and who is working on power? Because it says here that a radioisotope thermoelectric generator will provide
loads of energy and it is light weight and compact” Great! But should we have nuclear waste?
The questions, we discovered, were generally technical or ethical. Should there be religion? What if someone is dying? Do
we need to take artists and philosophers? These are all examples of the ethical questions we grappled with. Some of the
technical questions; How do we design airlocks? How is oxygen created? How do we get around outside? What will the
government look like? For all our decisions, students wrote a report or a persuasive text.
Loved seeing (and hearing!) the deep conversations between the students. Lots of critical questioning, feedback and
persuasion. An example was about the form of government. “We should have democracy” was the immediate decision
(and a good starting point!) but then the form of democracy was discussed. With 1000 people, a representative democracy
would have a very small group of people in power; I asked the class about this as a model and someone pointed out “Isn’t a
small group of people in power something non-democratic governments have? How do you stop them being dictators?”.
Direct Democracy was the answer. “But what if lots of people who don’t know what they are talking about make the wrong
decision? The whole colony might die… or we get Trump!” So… we had a team working on a middle ground option. They
drew on the ideals of democracy and how it fits in a different context and that is evidence of deep understanding and
transfer of knowledge.
I don’t know if we will ever get to Mars, but moments like this make you feel like the future is in safe hands with our kids.
We also had a design component to work on. Students designed their piece of the base, built it and added it to the scale
model in the studio. It was, again, collaborative as each piece needs to function with those around it. If you were in charge
of designing and building the ‘leisure’ quarters they need to communicate with the ‘living’ quarters designers and take into
account the bigger picture so they function together. It’s collaborative too because if your piece of the puzzle isn’t
complete or up to scratch, we all fail. No hospital built? No medical care and that is not good for our first generation
Martians!

NEWS FROM THE KITCHEN GARDEN!
Term one in the garden has been a busy time and we’ve had plenty of work to do and many interesting
things to explore.
Plums and apples from the orchard have been juicy, delicious and abundant, which means students
got to taste-test fresh fruit in garden classes, loads went up to the kitchen for cooking classes and there
was some surplus which was for sale at the first produce stall of the year.

Our students have had the opportunity to find and observe many different bugs and other creatures,
including ladybeetles in all their stages of life cycle, bees, worms, slaters, slugs, snails, skinks and even
a baby blue tongue lizard.

After some thorough ground preparation in Term 4 last year by various studios, we’ve been growing
quite a few varieties of pumpkin and squash over the summer. Now that most of them are ready the
students have been helping to harvest them and cut down the old vines ready to plant something
new. They were very excited to carry the pumpkins they had gathered and we are hoping to harvest
our enormous giant pumpkin sometime this week!

Plant Identification has been a major focus this
term, with students engaging in various activities
to increase their plant knowledge. We have
especially been focusing on plant pairs which are
easy to confuse, such as Rosemary and Lavender,
Parsley and Coriander, and Comfrey and Borage.

Students are encouraged to engage various senses
in their observations of plants and to notice plant
characteristics ranging from broad to very detailed
to assist them in identification.

Making the most of our hot-house, some
studios were able to plant herb or vegetable
seed pots to take home.
Students chose from parsley, fennel,
coriander and kale – these could be
harvested as microgreens straight from the
pot or planted out at home to grow further.

SANFL held a footy clinic at BPS for our budding footy stars.

